Aerial Bucket and Boom Tool Holders

Safe, Convenient Storage For Bucket Tools
Jameson’s heavy duty bucket and boom mount tool holders are water repellent and UV resistant to withstand extreme weather conditions.

Adjustable clamp bracket allows tool holder to fit any size bucket, with or without liner, and mounts inside or outside bucket.

24-14A Chainsaw Scabbard
Fits standard and hydraulic pistol grip chainsaws.
Adjustable clamp bracket.

24-14L Chainsaw Scabbard with Removable Liner
Fits standard and hydraulic pistol grip chainsaws.
Replaceable liner protects scabbard from chainsaw heat and blade.
Adjustable clamp bracket.

14"H x 18"W x 4"D

Replacement Liner

24-23 Long Reach Chainsaw Holder For Telescoping Boom Trucks or Spider Lifts.
Holds round- and oval-handled long reach hydraulic chainsaws and gas powered pole pruners (standard and telescoping).
14"H x 18"W x 4"D

Part Number | Bucket Mount Tool Holders
--- | ---
24-14A | Chainsaw Scabbard
24-14L | Chainsaw Scabbard with Removable Liner
24-14LIN | Replacement Liner for 24-14L
24-23 | Long Reach Chainsaw Holder, 5 lbs
24-18L | Fiberglass Chainsaw Scabbard with Removable Liner, 8 lbs

24-18L Fiberglass Chainsaw Scabbard with Removable Liner
Fits standard and hydraulic pistol grip chainsaws.
Adjustable clamp bracket.
32.5"H x 7.5"W x 7"D

24-23 Long Reach Chainsaw Holder For Telescoping Boom Trucks or Spider Lifts.
Holds round- and oval-handled long reach hydraulic chainsaws and gas powered pole pruners (standard and telescoping).
14"H x 18"W x 4"D

Jameson’s heavy duty bucket and boom mount tool holders are water repellent and UV resistant to withstand extreme weather conditions.
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24-12A  Impact Tool Holder
Features one-piece construction with adjustable clamp bracket. Accommodates most wrenches and drills. Increased opening size allows for insertion and removal of drill without contacting the holder. Increased opening to accommodate various impact tool models Adjustable clamp bracket features additional bumpers and lower shelf for convenient mounting to all bucket/liner configurations.

24-12AH  Impact Tool Holder with Scabbard
Expanded opening accommodates the most common wrenches and drills. Features two spare drill bit holders and adjustable clamp bracket.

24-15D  Double Pocket Tool Holder
Inner pocket measures 6.25" X 2.25" X 17". Outer pocket measures 5.25" X 12.5" X 15"
- Thicker neck and back for greater rigidity and strength.
- Longer back to accommodate a greater variety of tools.
- Larger front pocket.
- Drain holes for moisture escape.

24-25  Tool Board
Leather tool pouches and drop-in loops. Fixed bucket mount. 22.5"H x 18"W

24-17  Tool Tray
Features removable dividers and fixed bucket mounts. 14"H x 23"W x 8"D